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Nature-inspired playground 
equipment helps children connect 
with nature and enjoy everything 
the world has to offer!
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BY 
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Nature
In this fast-paced, increasingly concrete world, it’s not 
uncommon to feel that our children are missing out on 
something.

So we do our best to fill that gap with playgrounds and 
parks. Yet, sometimes, the designs of these spaces can 
be too elaborate and over-complicated. When really we 
should just be giving our kids what they’re missing.
 

Nature-inspired play equipment encourages children to 
climb, jump and splash in the raw environment, through 
pieces that integrate with the landscape. You get to 
watch their thirst for nature grow from there.
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CLOVERWOOD
Cloverwood

Playground goes art gallery!

Playgrounds and art can be combined wonderfully in public 
spaces, as is proven by Berliner Seilfabrik’s latest innovation.

Thanks to the warmth of its wood and its undulating curves, 
Cloverwood – as we call our play sculpture – is at once inviting 
and aesthetically appealing. Both the frame and the flat 
netting offer playground fans an exciting challenge on which 
to climb, relax and balance.
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PLAY NATURE BY  PLAYROPE

Technical Data.

Technical changes are reserved. The 
following text can also be used for 
tenders.

Wood:

The frames are constructed of 
laminated timber, made from dried 
wood and multi-layered.

Ropes:

U-Rope®-round strand ropes with 
galvanized steel cores and diameters 
of Ø 11/16”. The external strands are 
covered with high abrasion-resistant 
and highly UV-resistant polyester-yarn 
(no Polypropylene).

Charlotte-Connector:

The patented Charlotte-Connector 
passes through the wooden segment 
and forms the Connection between 
rope and wood. Encapsulated in a 
sleeve it comes completely without 
visible pressing or hooks. The rope 
ends can be easily install, adjust and 
retighten.

Tubes:

The Framework® stainless steel 
tubes with a diameter of Ø 2 3/8‘‘ are 
sandblasted and
powder-coated solvent-free to protect 
against corrosion.

Planar Nets:

The net structures are fixed at the 
rope crossing points by durable forged 
aluminum ball knots.
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The Globe

Climbing in a three-dimensional net helps children to 
develop and improve their psycho motor skills. Now 
Berliner Seilfabrik presents the classic play idea of a three- 
dimensional net climber in a new housing. 

The outer frame of the Joe Brown Collection is made from 
glued laminated timber.

THE GLOBE
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Technical Data.

Climbing Ball “The Globe” from the 
Joe Brown Collection, consisting of a 
larch timber structure with a 17 fold 
Spacial net, equipped with the ASTEM 
TT tension system concealed in the 
container for clamping the spatial net.

The foundation parts made of powder-
coated steel, fitted into the wood 
elements, ensure the installation of 
the support members without direct 
involvement of the bottom timber 
carrier with the ground.

Ropes:

U-Rope round stand ropes with 
galvanized and covered wire; external 
stands with non-abrasive UV-resistant 
Polyerster-yarn 
(no Polypropylene) :18mm (11/16”)

Spacial netting:

Rope crossing points are localized 
with durable, forged aluminum-alloy 
cloverleaf rings and forged aluminum-
alloy ballknots (no plastic connections); 
in situ replaceable rope strands (no 
special tools required)

Net tensioning system:

Framework clamping points; 120 x 120 
x 230 mm; anti-corrosion treatment 
and color finish: sandblasting and 
solvent-free zinc-/epoxy-/ polyester-
process; connected to wooden girders 
with bolt on connection flanges, 
incorporating an Astem TT net 
tensioning system; securely closed with 
durable EPDM-caps

Structural:

Elements of glued laminated-larch 
timber, connected through Framework 
clamping points, connection flanges
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Joe Brown Line - Cube Play 
Structures

After The Globe, Berliner Seilfabrik now 
presents the second model of the Joe 
Brown Collection, which was created as 
a memento and homage to Joe Brown, 
the inventor of rope play equipment. The 
Cube has the basic shape of a die, which 
“stands” on edge and impresses through 
its futuristic design. At the same time, it 
also draws from two playing classics in 
its playground design. 

THE CUBE
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PLAY NATURE BY  PLAYROPE

Technical Data.

Climbing Ball “The Globe” from the 
Joe Brown Collection, consisting of a 
larch timber structure with a 17 fold 
Spacial net, equipped with the ASTEM 
TT tension system concealed in the 
container for clamping the spatial net.

The foundation parts made of powder-
coated steel, fitted into the wood 
elements, ensure the installation of 
the support members without direct 
involvement of the bottom timber 
carrier with the ground.

Ropes:

U-Rope round stand ropes with 
galvanized and covered wire; external 
stands with non-abrasive UV-resistant 
Polyerster-yarn 
(no Polypropylene) :18mm (11/16”)

Spacial netting:

Rope crossing points are localized 
with durable, forged aluminum-alloy 
cloverleaf rings and forged aluminum-
alloy ballknots (no plastic connections); 
in situ replaceable rope strands (no 
special tools required)

Net tensioning system:

Framework clamping points; 120 x 120 
x 230 mm; anti-corrosion treatment 
and color finish: sandblasting and 
solvent-free zinc-/epoxy-/ polyester-
process; connected to wooden girders 
with bolt on connection flanges, 
incorporating an Astem TT net 
tensioning system; securely closed with 
durable EPDM-caps

Structural:

Elements of glued laminated-larch 
timber, connected through Framework 
clamping points, connection flanges
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WOODVILLE

Whimsy from Wood – 
Strength from Steel

In contrast to typical wooden playground 
units, Woodville distinguishes itself 
through its individual design and its 
durability. This is especially achieved 
through the use of high-quality materials 
with a high-grade finish.
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PLAY NATURE BY  PLAYROPE

Woodville encompasses wooden huts 
(shacks) resting on posts, which are 
characterised by a construction that appears 
to be crooked and random. The design 
evokes a feeling of an adventure playground 
and custom-construction. This character is 
emphasised by the crooked window and 
doorframes, slanted roof tiles tilted base 
and the boards of varying lengths along 
the walls. The shacks are available in two 
different platform heights – Shack1 and 
Shack2.
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Woodville Combi.12
Thanks to its low height off the ground, which allows easy access, this 
Woodville Combi is ideal for small children. Various climbing features, 
such as the at net, rope ladder and ramp o er various levels of climbing 
diffculty. The transition bridge, which encourages the little ones to both 
test and improve their sense of balance, is a particular highlight

Perspective Top view

Boo.01
Small Rope-play house with a space net, bamboo panels, access 
membrane and a straight concave slide.

Perspective Top view
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PLAY NATURE BY  PLAYROPE

Trii
The idea of climbing a tree just to see the earth from another perspective 
is as old as the trees themselves. This idea was our inspiration to develop 
the Greenville Triis. These beautifully designed playhouses in diff erent 
sizes need at least an access or a connection from another Trii. Create your 
own Trii-House- Village.

Perspective Top view

Q34
• Material: Robinia wood
• Colors (stained option): natural oil
• Assembly: type A2 with threaded rods, self-locking 

stainless steel bolts and protective caps
• Specific construction: based on the natural shapes 

of the branches, their forks and ramifications.
• Safety: according to standards EN1176 and EN1177
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C 151
• Material: Robinia wood
• Safety area: 6.2 x 5.7 m
• Fall height: 0.5 m
• Age group min - max: 3 - 8
• Safety: according to standards 

EN1176 and EN1177

I 69
• Material: Robinia wood
• Colors (stained option): natural oil
• Assembly: type A2 with threaded rods, self-locking steel bolts stainless 

steel and protective caps
• Specific construction: based on the natural shapes of the branches, 

their forks and ramifications.
• Safety: according to standards EN1176 and EN1177
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PLAY NATURE BY  PLAYROPE

H55
• Material: Robinia wood
• Colors (stained option): natural oil
• Assembly: type A2 with threaded rods, self-locking stainless steel bolts 

and protective caps
• Specific construction: based on the natural shapes of the branches, 

their forks and ramifications.
• Safety: according to standards EN1176 and EN1177

A199
• Material: Robinia wood
• Colors (stained option): natural oil
• Assembly: type A2 with threaded 

rods, self-locking stainless steel 
bolts and protective caps

• Specific construction: based on 
the natural shapes of the branches, 
their forks and ramifications.

• Safety: according to standards 
EN1176 and EN1177
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N128

• Material: Robinia wood
• Colors (stained option): natural oil
• Assembly: type A2 with threaded rods, self-locking stainless steel bolts 

and protective caps
• Specific construction: based on the natural shapes of the branches, 

their forks and ramifications.
• Safety: according to standards EN1176 and EN1177

I88
• Material: Robinia wood
• Colors (stained option): natural 

oil
• Assembly: type A2 with 

threaded rods, self-locking 
stainless steel bolts and 
protective caps

• Specific construction: based 
on the natural shapes of the 
branches, their forks and 
ramifications.

• Safety: according to standards 
EN1176 and EN1177
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PLAY NATURE BY  PLAYROPE

N140

• Colorful and highly themed pig play unit. Including stair or net access 
to the inside of the structure and a straight slide. Constructed in 
robinia and oak timber (FSC approved European hardwoods), steel 
core rope & stainless steel.

T55
• Material: Robinia wood
• Colors (stained option): natural 

oil
• Assembly: type A2 with 

threaded rods, self-locking 
stainless steel bolts and 
protective caps

• Specific construction: based 
on the natural shapes of the 
branches, their forks and 
ramifications.

• Safety: according to standards 
EN1176 and EN1177
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A139

• Material: Robinia wood
• Colors (stained option): 

natural oil
• Assembly: type A2 with 

threaded rods, self-locking 
stainless steel bolts and 
protective caps

• Specific construction: based 
on the natural shapes of the 
branches, their forks and 
ramifications.

• Safety: according to 
standards EN1176 and 
EN1177

L29
• Material: Robinia wood
• Colors (stained option): natural 

oil
• Assembly: type A2 with 

threaded rods, self-locking 
stainless steel bolts and 
protective caps

• Specific construction: based 
on the natural shapes of the 
branches, their forks and 
ramifications.

• Safety: according to standards 
EN1176 and EN1177
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PLAY NATURE BY  PLAYROPE

L30

• Material: Robinia wood
• Colors (stained option): natural oil
• Assembly: type A2 with threaded rods, self-locking stainless steel bolts 

and protective caps
• Specific construction: based on the natural shapes of the branches, 

their forks and ramifications.
• Safety: according to standards EN1176 and EN1177

I3
• Material: Robinia wood
• Colors (stained option): natural oil
• Assembly: type A2 with threaded rods, self-locking stainless steel bolts 

and protective caps
• Specific construction: based on the natural shapes of the branches, 

their forks and ramifications.
• Safety: according to standards EN1176 and EN1177
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COMBINATION OF GAMES (stainless steel uprights)
0-25300-500

• Dimensions: L 6.65 m x W 5.80 m
• Impact area: L 9.65 m x W 9.15 m
• Total height: 9.35 m
• Floor heights: 1.00 to 4.20 m
• Entrance height of the slide: 4.30 m
• HCL: 2.00 m
• Uprights: stainless steel tube Ø 120 x 3 mm
• Floors / inclined plane: Robinier 95 x 30 mm
• Wooden balustrades: Robinier 120 x 30 mm
• Climbing rope: Armored cable Ø 18 mm
• Climbing net: Armored cable Ø 16 mm
• Roof: 13 mm solid laminate
• Slides: 2.5 mm stainless steel sheet
• Metal components: stainless steel
• Age range: from 8 years old
• Safety: according to standards EN1176 and EN11777
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SAND PLAYGROUND
0-30251-701

PLAY PLAYGROUND
0-30251-703

• Dimensions: L 6.90 m x l 4.30 m
• Impact area: L 10.40 m x w 7.35 m - 54 m²
• Total height: 1.75 m
• HCL: 0.90 m
• Floor height: 0.80 m
• Entrance height of the slide: 0.90 m
• Uprights: Robinia glued laminated Ø 120 mm
• Floor / Frame: Robinier 95 x 30 mm
• Walls / seats, playing surfaces: solid laminate 15/20 mm
• Stair treads: Robinia 170 x 45 mm
• Slide / crawling tunnel: 2.5 mm stainless steel sheet
• Metal components: stainless steel
• Age range: from 2 years old
• Safety: according to standards EN1176 and EN1177

Technical specifications
• Total height: 3.90 m
• Base area: approx. 4.25 x 8.95 m
• Minimum space: approx. 7.60 x 12.70 m
• Bar height: 1.30 m
• Platform height: 1.40 m
• Single seat height: 1.50 m
• Support posts made of stainless steel, Ø 120 mm, covered with non-

detachable post caps made of stainless steel

Metal components: stainless steel. All robinia woods are unimpregnated 
and treated with linseed oil varnish against dust and fingerprints. The 
modular add-on parts introduce their forces directly into the support 
posts via a special adapter attachment. The screw connections are 
secured against unauthorized loosening.
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Bridge Combination
0-28181-502

Technical specifications
• Total height: 1.75 m
• Base area: 0.95 x 7.35 m
• Minimum space: 3.95 x 10.35 m
• Platform height: 0.80 m

Metal components: stainless steel. All robinia woods are unimpregnated 
and treated with linseed oil varnish against dust and fingerprints. The 
modular add-on parts introduce their forces directly into the support 
posts via a special adapter attachment. The screw connections are 
secured against unauthorized loosening.
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ROBINIA RB1207

• Construction made of Robinia - very durable acacia wood with a diameter of ~ 
18 cm without sharp edges, resistant to weather conditions,

• Platforms, gangways, side panels and seats made of Robinia - very durable 
acacia wood, resistant to weather conditions,

• Roofs made of Robinia - very durable acacia wood without sharp edges, 
resistant to weather conditions

• Slides made of stainless steel,
• Moving elements made of durable HPL, resistant to weather conditions,
• Windows made of HPL resistant to weather conditions,
• Bridge made of safe, certified rubber with textile reinforcement,
• Steel ropes in polypropylene braid, connected with durable aluminium, 

stainless steel and/or plastic elements,
• Calibrated stainless steel chains, preventing finger entrapment,
• Screws covered with plastic caps and/or stainless steel screws,
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ROBINIA RB1319

• Construction made of Robinia - very durable acacia wood with a diameter of ~ 
18 cm without sharp edges, resistant to weather conditions,

• Steps made of anti-slip and waterproof HPL,
• Climbing stones made of durable HPL, resistant to weather conditions, and 

stainless steel,
• Steel ropes in polypropylene braid, connected with durable aluminium, 

stainless steel and/or plastic elements,
• Certified, durable polypropylene rope 140 x 140 mm,
• Calibrated stainless steel chains, preventing finger entrapment,
• Grips made of synthetic material,
• Rungs made of synthetic material,
• Screws covered with plastic caps and/or stainless steel screws,
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ROBINIA RB1281 ROBINIA RB0512

• Construction made of Robinia - very durable 
acacia wood with a diameter of ~ 18

• cm without sharp edges, resistant to weather 
conditions,

• Steel ropes in polypropylene braid, connected 
with durable aluminum, stainless

• steel and/or plastic elements,
• Calibrated stainless steel chains, preventing 

fingers entrapment,
• Screws covered with plastic caps and/or stainless 

steel screws,

• Construction made of Robinia - very durable 
acacia wood with a diameter of ~ 18 cm without 
sharp edges, resistant to weather conditions,

• Attested, safe seats,
• Calibrated stainless steel chains, preventing 

finger entrapment,
• Stainless steel swing fittings,
• Screws covered with plastic caps and/or stainless 

steel screws,
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ROBINIA RB1494

• Construction made of Robinia - very durable 
acacia wood with a diameter of ~ 18 cm without 
sharp edges, resistant to weather conditions,

• Hot-dip galvanized steel construction,
• Attested, safe seats,
• Calibrated stainless steel chains, preventing 

finger entrapment,
• Stainless steel swing fittings,
• Screws covered with plastic caps and/or stainless 

steel screws,
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• Construction made of Robinia - very durable acacia wood with a diameter of ~ 
18 cm without sharp edges, resistant to weather conditions,

• Platforms made of Robinia - very durable acacia wood, resistant to weather 
conditions,

• Side panels made of Robinia - very durable acacia wood without sharp edges, 
resistant to weather conditions

• Slides made of stainless steel,
• Fireman’s pole made of stainless steel,
• Colorful elements made of durable HDPE or HPL, resistant to weather 

conditions,
• Moving elements made of durable HPL, resistant to weather conditions,
• Telescope made of stainless steel and durable HDPE, resistant to weather 

conditions,
• Flags / sails made of durable HPL, resistant to weather conditions,
• Rudder made of durable HDPE, resistant to weather conditions,
• Flowers made of durable HPL, resistant to weather conditions; underground 

installation made of synthetic material connects 2 stainless steel profiles 
allowing the communication,

• Steel ropes in polypropylene braid, connected with durable aluminum, 
stainless steel and/or plastic elements,

• Ladders made of steel ropes in polypropylene braid and rungs made of 
synthetic material,

• Certified, durable polypropylene rope 140 x 140 mm,
• Rubber hammock with textile reinforcement,
• Calibrated stainless steel chains, preventing finger entrapment,
• Screws covered with plastic caps and/or stainless steel screws,

ROBINIA RB1238
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• Construction made of Robinia - very durable acacia wood with a diameter of ~ 
18 cm without sharp edges, resistant to weather conditions,

• Platforms made of Robinia - very durable acacia wood, resistant to weather 
conditions,

• Steps made of anti-slip and waterproof HPL,
• Roofs made of Robinia - very durable acacia wood without sharp edges, 

resistant to weather conditions
• Side panels made of Robinia - very durable acacia wood without sharp edges, 

resistant to weather conditions
• Slides made of stainless steel,
• Windows made of HPL resistant to weather conditions,
• Climbing stones made of durable HPL, resistant to weather conditions, and 

stainless steel,
• Steel ropes in polypropylene braid, connected with durable aluminium, 

stainless steel and/or plastic elements,
• Ladders made of steel ropes in polypropylene braid and rungs made of 

synthetic material,
• Calibrated stainless steel chains, preventing fingers entrapment,
• Stainless steel bars,
• Stainless steel screws and/or screws covered with plastic caps,
• Stainless steel and/or galvanized steel screws,

ROBINIA RB1216
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We pride ourselves on choice, 
innovation, safety, durability,  
fit for purpose & compliance.


